
 

  

“Dr. Chalermchai” ordered “RAOT” to establish Thailand as a global rubber glove hub 

Dr. Chalermchai ordered “ROAT” which will collaborate with Ministry of Commerce for establishing 

Thailand as a global glove hub which targets to export nearby four-thousand millions of rubber gloves 

competing with the global glove market. In addition, AIC was appointed to supports “RAOT” along with all 

stakeholders in part of research for making new rubber innovation. Furthermore, Mr. Nakorn Tangavirapat, 

Governor of RAOT will partner with Thailand Board of Investment (BOI) to encourage foreign investment and 

provide finance loan around 25 billion baht to produce a value of Thai rubber products. 

Mr. Alongkorn Ponlabut, Advisor to Minister of Agriculture and Cooperative, addressed today (Sep 2, 

2020) that Dr. Chalermchai Srion as Minister of Agriculture and Cooperatives ordered Rubber Authority of 

Thailand (ROT) requested MOAC to accelerate for establishing Thailand as a global glove hub by using model 

of “Agriculture Produce, Commerce Markets.” According to forecast, the glove market in 2020 might claim 

nearly 3.6 billion pieces or worth more than 40,000 million bath. Considering currently with Thai export, we 

are no. 2 of the world in rubber gloves, and there has potentially grow approximal 8-15%. These 

opportunities are advantage for Thai rubber farmers and Thai rubber glove industry both the original market 

and the new foreign market during COVID-19 pandemic aiming to increase their exportation. By the ways, 

Thailand, as of now, is the no. 1 exporter on latex as raw material for producing 100% authentic latex gloves. 

Mr. Alongkorn said that on next Wednesday (September, 9th 2020) the committee on monitor and 

solve the rubber price problems and stabilize rubber prices will hold the 5th/2020 meeting. And he as a 

chairman of the committee will provide a guidance and policy for Agro-tech and Innovation Centers (AIC) so 

that the centers can support RAOT making new innovation from natural rubber materials through research 

and development knowledge to raise rubber famers’ income, stabilize rubber prices and add value on rubber 

products from beginning to the end of products sustainably. 

Mr. Nakorn Sikwirapat, Governor of the Rubber Authority of Thailand, said that the Thai rubber 

processing industry’s trend is in a good direction especially rubber gloves. And ROAT provided a measure on 

the credit support program for the rubber product entrepreneurs in amount of 25,000 million baht for whole 

related rubber business stakeholders. These amounts use for improve production machines and increase 

production capacities which are core elements for producers from various rubber products including 

concentrate latex and dry rubber. Besides, they use for promoting the Thai rubber industry to be a global 
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leader in the production and exportation in order to become the world’s production center for natural 

rubber gloves as Dr. Chalermchai Si-on, Minister of Agriculture and Cooperatives’ policy mandated. 

Mr. Nakorn also said that ROAT engaged with all relevant sectors in part of cooperation and 

integration for achieving sustainable development for Thai rubber industry. For example, the Office of the 

Board of Investment (BOI) invested in the rubber business for supporting rubber business and Thai rubber 

farmer institutes by enhancing their competitiveness, investment and service with all aspects of their 

measures. Moreover, Department of International Trade Promotion, Ministry of Commerce, promoted on 

market, investment, and building trust in Thai rubber products by organizing varies activities to promote Thai 

rubber products through business matching activities between traders and buyers. The ministry also has plan 

to cooperate with Thailand National Metal and Materials Technology Center (MTEC), Department of Science 

Service, universities and entrepreneurs in part of rubber gloves research for their innovation developments 

and rubber glove technologies that reduce the powder content of natural rubber gloves. These researches 

have tangible progress and make others believe that Thai rubber gloves are safety and able to export all 

round the world. 
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